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Abstract

Model based technologies form the core of advanced robotic
applications such as model predictive control and feedback
linearization. More sophisticated models result in higher
quality but the use in embedded real-time control systems
imposes strict requirements on timing, memory allocation,
and robustness. To satisfy these constraints, the model im-
plementation is often optimized by manual coding, an un-
wieldy and error prone process. This paper presents an ap-
proach that exploits code synthesis from high level intuitive
and convenient multi-body system (MBS) model descrip-
tions. It relies on an object-oriented C++ library of MBS
components tailored to the computations required in robot
control such as forward and inverse kinematics, inverse dy-
namics, and Jacobians. Efficient model evaluation algo-
rithms are developed that apply to multi-body tree structures
as well as kinematic loops that are solved analytically for a
certain class of loop structures.

1 Introduction

Modern, embedded control systems of robotic manipulators
internally use robot models to address several tasks, mainly
motion planning, trajectory generation, loop control, param-
eter identifcation. Trajectory planning algorithms rely on
the kinematic model of a robot and its environment to pre-
scribe the geometrical path of the motion [1]. To compute
the actuator power according to optimal control laws, that
are applied to achieve, e.g., time-optimal movement [2], the
model captures the relevant dynamic behaviour of the ma-
nipulator. The demand for high precision in industrial appli-
cations or the use of autonomous robots result in the need to
periodically update and develop the internal model for best
performance. In order to achieve a model as realistic as pos-
sible, its parameters must be identified from measurements
in the real system and corrected [3].

Tasks like feedback linearization often have to be per-
formed on-line. This requires time-consuming model eval-
uations to be done at the sampling-rate of the control-loop.

Efficient algorithms for the computation of the non-linear
dynamics of chain-structured robotic manipulators are well-
known, e.g. [4, 5]. To optimize performance in embedded
systems such as robot control, implementation is prevalently
done by manual coding. However, this is error-prone, time-
consuming, and tends to result in fast, but inflexible code.

In certain domains such as robotics research or manu-
facturing robots, manual coding conflicts with the neces-
sity for flexibility and generality. Configurations, that are
complex from a modeling perspective, such as kinematic
loops, are used to improve performance and stability. Rapid
changes in the robot manufacturer’s product palette, multi-
tooling robots, and operation in different environments, re-
quire quick model adaption to the different applications and
configurations. Robot modeling, control algorithms, and the
code synthesis process are part of this demanding process
that mandates flexibility, while facilitating efficient embed-
ded code to satisfy the harsh constraints imposed by the real-
time environment.

Several approaches exist to automatically synthesize em-
bedded code for a dynamics model of a robot. One way is
to create the MBS equations of motion symbolically from
a model description [6, 7]. These are converted to code
and finally linked to the system. The resulting code is very
efficient due to consideration of the algebraic structure of
the equations. One drawback of this approach is the causal
input-output behaviour of the generated models. This re-
quires more than one model to be present at run-time, which
conflicts with the limited resources available in embedded
systems. In addition, when dynamic reconfiguration of the
model occurs, recompilation is required which may take
prohibitively long and exceed resources available. Alterna-
tively, the model may be implemented in a high-level pro-
gramming language. Implementations in an interpreter lan-
guage such asMATLAB [8] are flexible, but lack perfor-
mance and are difficult to integrate in an embedded sys-
tem [9]. For portability reasons one isde factorestricted
to Fortran, C, or C++.
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The objective of this paper is to describe the design of
a multi-purpose C++ class library for object-oriented robot
modeling fitted for kinematics and dynamics computations.
The main goal was to fulfil the demands for fast compu-
tations and robust evaluations needed in a real-time envi-
ronment. Furthermore it is shown that a hierarchical class
concept can help to reduce modeling efforts and enables
non-domain engineers to synthesize code from high-level
model descriptions without sacrificing performance. The re-
sulting C++ class library, which is partially based on ideas
from [10, 11, 12, 13], will be discussed in the following
chapters. In Section 2 the composition of models is de-
scribed, including a method to treat the dynamics of a class
of kinematic loops. In Section 3 the different functions pro-
vided by the library are shown. Some examples demonstrat-
ing the high performance of this approach are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the results.

2 Model Composition

In the field of robotics a popular modeling approach is con-
sidering the manipulator as a chain of homogenuous trans-
formations parametrized by Denavit-Hartenberg parame-
ters [14]. This representation is not easy to apply when
modeling more general structures, such as kinematic trees
and loops, especially when using an object-oriented com-
ponent library. For this reasons in this paper the mechani-
cal structure of a robotic manipulator is approximated by a
rigid multi-body-system (MBS) representation, i.e. a set of
bodies, connected by joints and springs. This approach is
described in detail in this section.

2.1 Components
A robot model is composed of components, which repre-
sent physical entities such as (corresponding class identifiers
given in brackets)

• elementary joints (RevoluteJoint ,
PrismaticJoint , ScrewJoint , . . . ),

• rigid bodies (Link , Body , . . . ),

• springs of different characteristics (Spring , . . . ) and
external forces (ExtForce , ExtTorque , . . . ),

• drives and gears (Gear , . . . ), and

• components to process kinematic loops
(ConnectingRod ).

All objects are descendants of classTransmission and are
therefore calledtransmission objects[10]. If a transmis-
sion object contains other transmission objects, it is called
an assembly, otherwise aprimitive. The class declaration
of a primitive consists of three main blocks: (i) connector
attributes, (ii) physical properties, and (iii) transformations
defining the kinematic and dynamic behaviour of the object.
To illustrate, an example of a simplified C++ declaration of
a revolute joint primitive is shown in Fig. 1.

class RevoluteJoint : public Transmission
// Connectors
ConnectorFrameA frame_a;
ConnectorFrameB frame_b;
ConnectorStateB axis;
// Physical properties
StateVariable q; // joint angle+derivatives
ParameterVector3D n; // axis of rotation vector
// Set of transformations
virtual void do_position(); // forw. kinematics
virtual void do_velocity();
virtual void do_acceleration();
virtual void do_force(); // inverse dynamics

;

Figure 1: SimplifiedRevoluteJoint class declaration.

This declaration reflects the way of operation of an object
as sketched in Fig. 2, i.e., calling a transformation member
takes data provided by connectors, transforms the data ac-
cording to local (physical) properties and supplies it to other
connectors.

r,T, ṙ,!, r̈, !̇!
f ′, � 0 

frame a
! r′,T′, ṙ′,!0, r̈′, !̇0
 f , �

frame b

qJ , q̇J , q̈J , τJ

l
axis

Figure 2: Symbolized way of operation of a transmission
object. TheRevoluteJoint object transforms the kine-
matical entities position vectorr, . . . , ω̇ from connector
frame a to frame b and force and torque vectorsf , τ the
reverse direction. The joint variableqJ is available on the
axis.

2.2 Connections
A port-based formulation is used well suited to MBS, i.e., a
connection between two transmission objects can only be
established between two ports, calledconnector. Such a
connection has different levels of abstraction:

• From a MBS perspective it defines a unique position or
frame where two entities of the MBS model interact.
Presently, there are two modeled interactions,Frame

and State , that correspond to different levels of de-
tail. To allow the use ofo(n) recursive Newton-Euler
algorithm (RNE) [4] a tree-structured MBS is required.
The formation of a spanning tree is achieved by supply-
ing complementary (’A’ and ’B’ type) connectors.

• From a modeling perspective it is a binary re-
lation between two complementary connectors
implemented by the function connect , e.g.
connect(Revolute1.frame b,Link2.frame a) .
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• The implementation resolves all kinematic and dy-
namic data, e.g., force and torque vectors, in local
coordinate frames defined in the connectors. Inside
a transmission object these vectors are transformed
between the connectors by executing the basic trans-
formations. For example, calling aRevolueJoint

do position() member rotates the coordinate frame
present inframe a into frame b about the rotational
axisn according toq.

2.3 Example Robot
To illustrate, the model definition is given for a 4 degrees of
freedom (dof) palletizing robot, as depicted in Fig. 3. The
primary kinematic chain is a 5 axis manipulator, augmented
by two coupled closed-chain mechanisms to keep the tool
flange permanently parallel to the ground without actuation.
Note, that two of the joints (R4 andR6) are not actuated.

robot base

tool flange

R1

R2

R3

R4 R5

R6

LAB

LCD

Figure 3: Model of a generic 4 dof palletizing robot with
two coupled kinematic loops.

The corresponding model definition is shown in Fig. 4.
In this realistic C++ code fragment components are defined
and connected to form an MBS model conveniently. Argu-
ments that furnish the objects with physical parameters such
as mass, inertias, etc., have been omitted for brevity and are
symbolized by ’... ’.

2.4 Automatic Processing and Solution of
Kinematic Loops

Simple connection semantics are used to ensure that a model
has a tree structure, which applies directly to the RNE algo-
rithm [4]. A transmission object is restricted to have a sin-
gle A connector and multipleB connectors, and oneB may
be connected to severalA connectors. To facilitate specific
loop structures a new type of object is introduced that has
two A connectors, and therefore is able to tie two branches
of a tree.

The solution of MBS that include kinematic loops is sig-
nificantly more complicated than solving a tree-structured
system [15]. In mathematical terms a closed loop imposes
algebraic constraints on the equations of motion, which
requires the solution of a non-linear system of equations,
calledclosure conditions. Many techniques exist for their

int main() {
// define components of primary 5 axis chain
InertialSystem Base(Vector3D(0,0,-9.81));
RevoluteJoint R1(ZAXIS);
RevoluteJoint R2(YAXIS);
RevoluteJoint R3(YAXIS);
RevoluteJoint R4(YAXIS,DEPENDENT);
RevoluteJoint R5(ZAXIS);
Link L12(...); Link L23(...);
Link L34(...); Link L45(...);
// concatenate the primary kinematic chain
connect(Base.frame_b,R1.frame_a);
connect(R1.frame_b,L12.frame_a);
... // more connects
connect(L45.frame_b,R5.frame_a);
// define components of kinematic loops
RevoluteJoint R6(YAXIS,DEPENDENT);
Link L1A(...); Link L36(...);
Link L6B(...); Link L6C(...);
Link L5D(...);
ConnectingRod LAB(...);
ConnectingRod LCD(...);
// ’close’ kinematic loops
connect(R1.frame_b,L1A.frame_a);
connect(L1A.frame_b,LAB.frame_a1);
connect(R3.frame_b,L36.frame_a);
connect(L36.frame_b,R6.frame_a);
connect(R6.frame_b,LAB.frame_a2);
... // more connects
// define some load
Body Payload(...);
connect(R5.frame_b,Payload.frame_a);
... // to be continued

Figure 4: C++ code fragment describing an MBS model of
the example robot shown in Fig. 3.

general solution, e.g., Newton-Raphson methods. However,
these are all iterative and have a number of inherent draw-
backs: (i) the supply of initial values, (ii) a varying num-
ber of iterations, (iii) no guarantee of convergence, and (iv)
nonunique solutions. As a consequence, it is difficult to ap-
ply iterative methods in on-line tasks with fixed timing, es-
pecially in a manufacturing system, where robustness and
safety are paramount.

These problems can be mitigated by enforcing a restric-
tion to a special class of loops, which allows ananalyticand
hence a fast and reliable solution of closure conditions. This
paper follows the idea of M̈oller [11] to close the loop by a
special object, aconnecting rod, which is a rigid link with a
spherical joint on each end, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

In kinematic terms the connecting rod imposes one addi-
tional constraint, i.e., a constant distance between two coor-
dinate frames, which in turn reduces the number of dof in
the loop by one. Therefore, one joint variable isnot a dof.
When creating a joint object, the user has to provide this in-
formation via an extra argumentDEPENDENT. The example
robot contains two loops, which in turn requires two joints,
R4 andR6, see Fig. 4 to be not driven.
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2.4.1 Solving Loop Kinematics and Dynamics
The algorithm used in this work is based on a general
method described in [11, 10]. It allows the efficient and
reliable solution of non-linear closure conditions of loops
permitting an explicit solution. It is illustrated by a closed-
chain mechanism, built from several rigid bodies, arbitrary
driven joints, one free revolute jointJ and one connecting
rodCR, see Fig. 5.

S1

J

fragment 2fragment 1

K

fragment 3

root

S2

I

CR

Figure 5: A kinematic loop partitioned for explicit solution.
The generic loop consists of rigid bodies (ellipses), arbitrary
joints (balls), one connecting rod (CR), and one free revolute
joint (J).

In the first step of theforward kinematicsthe loop is au-
tomatically partitioned in three fragments, as depicted in
Fig. 5. Next, therelative kinematics infragment1 and
fragment2 computes the vector pointing from frameI to
S1 resolved in frameI x := IrI,S1 and y := KrK,S2.
Considering the type of constraint imposed by the connect-
ing rod, it can be solved explicitly for joint variableqJ when
J is a revolute or a prismatic joint [11]:

g(qJ) := |T kix− y|2 − |rS1,S2|2 = 0 , (1)

whereT ki(qJ ) is the transformation matrix from frameI to
frameK. WhenT ki(qJ) is a rotation about the z-axisqJ

can be determined by the solution of

A · cos qJk + B · sin qJk + C = 0 , (2)

whereas

A := −2 · (x1y1 + x2y2)
B := 2 · (x2y1 − x1y2)
C := xT x + yT y − 2x3y3 − rS1,S2T · rS1,S2 .

In case of a prismatic joint the expressions can be derived in
an analogous manner. Note, that the solution is not unique.
To choose one automatically, the initial configuration of the
kinematic loop in the model is analyzed. After all joint vari-
ables are known, one can employglobal kinematics to cal-
culate the position of all parts of the MBS.

The algorithm avoids repeated evaluation of the kinemat-
ics in parts of the model as follows:

1. Do global kinematics in fragments 1 and 3⇒ rI,S1.

2. Computerelativekinematics infragment2⇒ rK,S2.

3. Solve closure condition (1)⇒ qJ .

4. Compute global kinematics infragment 2 including
joint J .

q̇J andq̈J can be computed analogously fromġ andg̈.
Inverse dynamics determines all generalized forces

τ (q, q̇, q̈), i.e., the joint forces and torques, from a given
state of motion of an MBS. On the one hand, jointJ is free
which in turn requires the joint driving torqueτJ to be zero.
On the other hand, the connecting rodCR introduces an
unknown constraint forceλCR acting between the spherical
jointsS1 andS2. The method relies on the idea to apply the
constraint force such that it compensates for a torqueτ0J

introduced merely by the bodies infragment 2 and com-
prises 3 steps:

1. Compute inverse dynamics infragment 2 without
taking into account for the constraint imposed byCR.
The result is the torqueτ0J acting in jointJ .

2. Determine the constraint forceλCR = f(τ0J , rK,S2).

3. Compute inverse dynamics in the complete mecha-
nism, includingCR⇒ τ0J ≡ 0.

The computation ofqJ , q̇J , q̈J , and λCR involves some
homogenuous transformations, and a second evaluation of
kinematics and dynamics infragment 2. A numerical ef-
fort even tolerable in a real-time system.

2.4.2 Handling Coupled Loops
Analysis of the robot in the example in Section 2.3 reveals
two coupled kinematic loops. Figure 6 shows the mecha-
nism configuration.

R4 R5R2R1
R6

R3
loop1 loop2

Figure 6: Iconic view of the example robot model, show-
ing joints, connecting rods, and their interconnection. Bold
boxes correspond to free joints, fine boxes to driven joints.

Loop 1 contains revolute jointR6 as a free joint and loop 2
R4 andR6. After short inspection the sequence of solution is
obvious: First solve loop 1 for angle of jointR6, then solve
loop 2 for the remaining angle of jointR4.

When dealing with more complex configurations, the
model topology and, therefore, the structure of the equa-
tions may be obscure. To alleviate the user and to avoid er-
rors, the analysis is automatically performed by the library
during model setup. First a directed a-cyclic graph is cre-
ated from the model description, with transmission objects
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as nodes and connections as edges. When kinematic loops
are present, the dedicated Assignment-algorithm [16] is em-
ployed to determine the association of free joint variables
and loops. The final step identifies strongly connected parts
of the graph in order to find the correct sequence of solu-
tions [17].

3 Functionality

The classManipulator is the library core. Its tasks are:

• Analysis of the model description to avoid non-valid
or non-physical models, process closed-loop systems
in the way shown above, and extract valuable informa-
tion, e.g., dof and physical parameters.

• Setup objects to synthesize optimized code on-line in
the form of special solver objects for algorithms such
as the computation of a Jacobian. These solvers make
use of the local transformations incorporated in every
transmission object.

• Interface functions to provide user-friendly access to
the solvers. These are briefly described in the following
sections.

The following code fragment is a continuation of Fig. 4 and
creates a manipulator object and sets up the robot model:

Manipulator ExampleRobot;
connect(ExampleRobot,base);
ExampleRobot.init();

3.1 Kinematics
3.1.1 Forward Kinematics
In the robotics domain forward kinematics refers to the com-
putation of position and orientation, usually of the end-
effector of the manipulator, from given joint variables. The
following code fragment sets the joint angles of the exam-
ple robot from Fig. 4, performs forward kinematics of the
complete model, and retrieves the position of a certain con-
nector:

double new_q[4]={PI,0,1,PI/2};
ExampleRobot.dof().set(&new_q[0]);
ExampleRobot.do_position();
cout << Payload.frame_a.get_position();

To save run-time partial kinematics can be performed by
supplying a certain frame in thedo position call:

ExampleRobot.do_position(R3.frame_a);
cout << R3.frame_a.get_position();

3.1.2 Inverse Kinematics
Other work has shown that it is difficult to obtain joint vari-
ables from a given posititionr0,A and orientationT0,A of
the end-effectorA, since the relationq = G(r0,A,T0,A)
in general requires to solve a system of non-linear equa-
tions. This is avoided by the restriction to explicit solutions,
which, however, exist for many manipulators of practical
interest. In order to reap the benefits of fast solutions in a
real-time environment, a user provides an implementation

of G that is dedicated to a certain kinematic structure. The
integration of this additional code is accomplished elegantly
via an assembly. This assembly is a class definition contain-
ing (at least) three blocks: (i) a definition of the manipulator
model, comprising components and their interconnections,
(ii) connectors to connect this (sub-)structure to other parts,
such as tools, and (iii) a dedicated set of functions imple-
menting the associated inverse kinematics.

3.1.3 Manipulator Jacobians
The manipulator JacobianJ(q) [18] with respect to a frame
A fixed to the model and a reference frame0 is defined by(

ṙ0,A

ω0,A

)
= J(q)0,A · q̇ . (3)

Though the library uses a Jacobian-free formulation of ve-
locity kinematics, it can be used to computeJ analytically
without any discretization errors. Columni results when ap-
plying unit velocitiesq̇ = ui and calculating velocity kine-
matics. This method is not as efficient as dedicated algo-
rithms used for kinematic chains [19], but in turn applicable
to closed-chained robots. The following example code com-
putes the Jacobian with respect to the B-frame in jointR5:

Matrix J=ExampleRobot.do_Jacobian(R5.frame_b);

In off-line tasks such as calibration, imprecise or uncertain
physical parameters of the robot are identified. The em-
ployed numerical techniques require the sensitivity of the
end-effector position of the manipulator in terms of these
physical parameters. The method used for Eq. 3 is ex-
tended to compute a generalized Jacobian matrixJ(q,λ)
with respect to arbitrary kinematical physical parameters
λ := (λ1, · · · , λm), e.g., the componentsλi may be dimen-
sions of a link. This Jacobian is defined as

J(q, λ)0,A :=
(

ρ1 · · · ρm

χ1 · · · χm

)
∈ R6×m ,

where

ρi :=
∂r0,A

∂λi
and

∂T0,A

∂λi
= −skew(χi) · T0,A.

This approach applies to allphysical kinematic parame-
ters, as long as the transmission objects provide a pseudo-
velocity (ρ, χ) with respect toλi. The following example
results in a 6 by 3 matrix, returning the sensitivity of the
position offrame b of joint R5 in terms of the direction of
axis of rotationn of joint R3.
Matrix J=

ExampleRobot.do_Jacobian(R3.n,R5.frame_b);

3.2 Dynamics
Given a certain condition of motion{q, q̇, q̈} inverse dy-
namics computes the joint forces and torquesτ . The solu-
tion is implemented using the RNE method [4] augmented
by the method presented in Section 2.4.1. The following
code fragment shows one evaluation of inverse dynamics of
the example robot:

double q_qd_qdd[12]={ ... };
ExampleRobot.dof().set_all(&q_qd_qdd[0]);
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ExampleRobot.do_inverseDynamics();
cout << ExampleRobot.dof().get_force();

Dynamic calibration algorithms often require the sen-
sitivity of the joint torques with respect to arbitrary in-
ertial parameters. A modified backward iteration of the
RNE was implemented to compute these derivatives analyt-
ically. The following example code shows the calculation of

∂τ
∂mP ayLoad

:

ExampleRobot.do_forcePrime(PayLoad.m());
cout << ExampleRobot.dof().get_forcePrime();

The methoddo inertiaMatrix implements the algo-
rithm taken from [5] to compute the joint inertia matrixM
of the model, needed to solve for joint accelerationsq̈ from
given q, q̇, τ , and external forces. Using the inverse dy-
namics algorithm as a basis it is inherently capable of deal-
ing with the class of closed-loop systems described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1.

3.3 Re-Configuration of the Model
In certain applications it is desirable to re-configure an ex-
isting model, even on-line, e.g., in case of tooling of a man-
ufacturing robot or treatment of contact dynamics, when
picking a part with a dextrous robot hand. Because of the
modular conception of the library it is possible to remove an
existing connection between two components of the current
model. As a counterpart toconnect thedisconnect func-
tion detaches two objects from each other. The following
example again refers to the example robot. ThePayload

object is disconnected from the robot model and two more
revolute joints and an arbitrary tool are attached instead, re-
sulting in a 6 dof tooled robot with a spherical wrist.

disconnect(R5.frame_b,Payload.frame_a);
RevoluteJoint R6(YAXIS); RevoluteJoint R7(ZAXIS);
AnyTool tool(...);
connect(R5.frame_b,R6.frame_a);
connect(R6.frame_b,R7.frame_a);
connect(R7.frame_b,tool.frame_a);
ExampleRobot.init();

The init call is necessary to instantaneously effect the
model changes to prevent non-valid models during re-
configuration.

4 Performance Aspects

The library was tested on a standard 200 MHz Pentium PC,
using the Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 Compiler. The only
components of the example carrying inertial properties are
the Link objects, with full inertia tensor taken into ac-
count. Computing times for the example robot definition
from Fig. 4 are shown in Table 1.

Present day robot controllers employ a sampling rate of
1 kHz or higher, and control schemes such as computed
torque [18] need one evaluation of inverse dynamics of the
robot model per cycle. The results shown in Table 1 suggest
that our approach is well suited for real-time on-line robot
control.

Function Comp.time
do position() 17µs
do Jacobian() 58µs
do inverseDynamics() 75µs

Table 1: Time per one evaluation of different functions of
the robot model in Fig. 4 run on a 200 MHz Pentium PC.

A comparison to other implementations reveals the per-
formance of this work. The results for one evaluation of
inverse dynamics of a chain-structured 6 dof robot are pre-
sented in Table 2, and were performed using a model that
contains 6 revolute joints and 6 links with full inertia tensor,
obtained on the same computer as already mentioned.

Used approach Language Comp.time
Manually implem. RNE C 23µs
Dymola generated code

(symbolically) [20, 12] C 12µs
MATLAB MEX-File [8] C 3.3ms
ROBOOP library [9] C++ 1.2ms
This work C++ 36µs

Table 2: Time per one evaluation of inverse dynamics of a 6
dof robot. Comparison of different implementations.

As to be expected the symbolically and manually derived
solutions show the best performance. The manually coded
inverse dynamics routine was an RNE tailored to kinematic
chains, not containing any function calls. For the approach
described in this paper several steps have been worked out
to achieve computational performance comparable to man-
ually optimized C-code:

• Local transformations in every object are sub-divided
in separate parts for position, velocity, and acceleration
kinematics and dynamics (see Fig. 1). These parts can
be highly optimized without sacrificing readability, and
combined flexibly to form the global algorithms, e.g.,
for Jacobian computation. Moreover software testing
effort is greatly reduced.

• The need to use structural information of the equations
of motion is evidenced by the superior performance of
symbolically generated code. Structural information
provided through the object-oriented modeling is ex-
ploited to reduce floating point operations, e.g., that a
revolute joint represents aplanerotation.

• Connected objects share the same data, no data is
copied during execution of transformations.

• Virtual calls are expensive, therefore void calls are au-
tomatically detected and suppressed.

• STL and a proprietary optimized vector-/matrix-class
for 3D operation are used, the public domain Matrix-
Template-Library (MTL) [21] for high-level matrix op-
erations.
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• Objects with rigid connections are automatically
merged to result in one rigid body in order to increase
performance.

One fundamental drawback when using C++ is the unavoid-
able cost for accessing code through interfaces. The re-
quired virtual calls are rather expensive, especially when the
accessed code portion is small, but are mandatory to handle
all transmission objects uniformly and transparently in the
processes of model-setup and re-configuration.

5 Conclusions

In this work the design of a C++ library for kinematics and
dynamics computations in real-time robot control was pre-
sented. The library was developed with the goals of flexibil-
ity and high computational efficiency in mind, to satisfy the
constraints imposed by a real-time embedded system. Ef-
ficient standard algorithms for tree-structured models were
extended for a class of closed-loop models, which allow ex-
plicit and therefore fast and reliable solution. A convenient
and intuitive high-level model description is used to define
the computational model, which offers the possibility to per-
form re-configuration of the model on-line. Applications
which demand gradient information are facilitated by pro-
viding various Jacobians and force derivatives. Because a
high-level programming language has been used, the inte-
gration in robot control and trajectory planning algorithms
is straightforward and the porting to different computational
platforms is facilitated. It is shown that the efficiency ob-
tained is close to that of manually optimized C-Code. One
evaluation of the inverse dynamics of a 6 dof robot model is
computed in about 36µs on a 200MHz Pentium PC.
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